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members to shape decision-making
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XPS Analytics provides trustees with real-time monitoring of the emerging experience of their scheme’s membership. The innovative 
service provides insights into your members’ behaviours and identifies actions that promote improved engagement and outcomes. It 
also helps with governance and can act as an early warning sign of changes in behaviours that can then be investigated. 

Driven by the XPS Data Pool, XPS Analytics tracks ongoing demographic experience and compares to the trustees’ assumptions to 
check they are aligned. If not, a demographic analytics report can be commissioned to help make refinements. It also allows relative 
comparisons to other schemes.

Overview
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I have never before appreciated 
the amount of available data 
and the analysis that goes into 
understanding the socio-economic 
profile of our members. I found 
the member insights absolutely 
fascinating and incredibly helpful.”

Bill Alexander 
Trustee of the Rexel UK Pension Scheme 

“
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• Regular insights on the demographic characteristics of XPS Data Pool participants, e.g. take-up of transfer values 
and retirement options.

• Monitoring of your scheme’s experience compared to the aggregate XPS Data Pool.
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Participation in the XPS Data Pool allows you to keep up-to-date with demographic trends experienced by your 
scheme and others.Why?

The 
Service
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Member Insights
Develop a detailed understanding of the socio-economic profile of your members to improve member outcomes, 
engagement and governance.

Triennial insights report on your scheme’s members, including their:
• Socio-economic profile
• Diversity
• Engagement preferences by various channels, e.g. post versus online
• Financial and digital vulnerability
• ESG preferences 

Why?

The 
Service
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Compare actual emerging experience against your assumptions, for key metrics such as mortality, dependency ratio 
and age-gap.

Demographic Experience Tracking

As well as the comparison, if actual experience is significantly different to assumed, you can commission a full 
demographic analytics report to consider:
• Best-estimate longevity assumption parameters 
• Confidence intervals to assess prudence in longevity assumptions
• Best estimate of ratio with financial dependants and their age relative to the member

Why?

The 
Service
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Why should pension schemes participate?

The XPS Data Pool comprises over 160 participating schemes, covering more than 600,000 members. It stores depersonalised data 
such as basic pension details, underlying experience (deaths, transfers etc) and socio-economic information from our Member Analytics 
tools. With ‘live’ feeds to our administration system, this is an increasingly significant dataset that gives early evidence of emerging 
trends and experience. In particular, we use it to monitor longevity and assess the demographic characteristics of schemes on a relative 
basis.

Overview

The data provided from participating pension schemes combines to become a far better benchmark than using a 
broader UK population dataset. Without sufficient scheme participation, there would not be enough data to make a 
base population that is statistically robust.

Maintaining a base population is increasingly important for setting reliable and statistically credible scheme-specific 
assumptions such as mortality, and for relative assessments versus a universe of scheme data. 

Statistically 
robust base 
population

Improved 
assumption 
setting
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General Data Protection Regulation

Data is kept internally on a unique database, subject to all our usual information security protocols. 
Access is restricted to a small internal central team and managed by an appropriate senior manager.

The data that is submitted excludes a member’s name, full address, national insurance number and day of birth and 
therefore has to a large extent been depersonalised. Scheme names are also anonymised in the XPS Data Pool.

Security 
Protocols

Overview

Our standard GDPR agreements (as a data controller for advisory appointments and as a data processor for 
administration services) do not typically need to be updated and often all that is required is to direct members to 
our latest online privacy statement when you next issue a regular communication.

Agreements
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Data Retention Policy
Our usual Data Retention Policy will apply and all data pertaining to your scheme membership will be removed from 
the database should you request so or if you decide to move your scheme away from XPS. 

Removing 
your scheme
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What data is submitted?

• Scheme ID (unique to the XPS Data Pool and different to the administration system)
• Sex
• Date of birth
• Date of death (where applicable)

• and if the member had a dependant when they died
• Postcode

• from latest address
• from address when first joining benefit arrangement (or earliest recorded)

•  Member type
• e.g. member, dependant (spouse, child pensioner, etc)

• Member status
• e.g. active, deferred, pensioner in payment, exit
• current and transitions between historic statuses (date and reason)

• Benefit details
• benefit accrual (salary and contributions)
• preserved benefit (pension, lump sum and fund amounts)
• retirement and/or exit benefit (pension, lump sum and fund amounts)
• in payment benefit (pension)

The data we compile is similar to that used to produce standard actuarial mortality tables, but we also collect 
non-pensioner data so we can help with scheme-specific actuarial assumptions for the take-up of member options. The 
XPS Data Pool includes data from both DB and DC members to get an improved analysis for all participants. 

• We only store the month and year when recording dates of birth or death.
• Postcodes are stored without additional address data.
• We only store total benefits, not the detailed figures used for administering payments.
• The benefit details stored are the latest only. We do not store full benefit histories, e.g. for benefit accrual we may 

capture the latest salary before leaving the arrangement.

Data 
items

Overview

Notes
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Anthony.Roxburgh@xpsgroup.com

0148 333 0113
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0118 313 0763

Kevin.Burgess@xpsgroup.com
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© XPS Pensions Group 2023. XPS Pensions Consulting Limited, Registered No. 2459442. XPS Investment Limited, Registered No. 6242672. XPS Pensions Limited, Registered No. 3842603. XPS Administration Limited, 
Registered No. 9428346. XPS Pensions (RL) Limited, Registered No. 5817049. XPS Pensions (Trigon) Limited, Registered No. 12085392. Penfida Limited Registered No. 08020393. All registered at: Phoenix House, 1 Station Hill, 
Reading, RG1 1NB. XPS Investment Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for investment and general insurance business (FCA Register No. 528774).

XPS Pensions Group is a leading pensions consulting and administration business focussed on UK pension schemes. XPS combines 
expertise, insight and technology to address the needs of over 1,500 pension schemes and their sponsoring employers on an ongoing 
and project basis. We undertake pensions administration for over one million members and provide advisory services to schemes and 
corporate sponsors in respect of schemes of all sizes, including 51 with assets over £1bn.

Award-winning

About us

For further information, please get in touch with Kevin Burgess, Anthony Roxburgh or your usual XPS contact.
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Technology Culture & Sustainability


